SATURDAY APRIL 1, 2017 • 5:30 PM

PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE BARDET-BIEDL SYNDROME FOUNDATION

FINAL FOUR VIEWING PARTY

CROWNE PLAZA - WYOMISSING, PA

$30 ADULTS INCLUDES BUFFET DINNER AND BEER

$50 PER COUPLE

$12 12 AND UNDER

BASKETBALL
FOOD
BEVERAGES
SILENT AUCTION
RAFFLE PRIZES

BARDETBIEDL.ORG
Alex Ogeka aogeka@gmail.com
Paula Ogeka ogekap@gmail.com
Thank you for your consideration of supporting our inaugural “One Shining Moment for Bardet-Biedl Syndrome” Final Four viewing party and fundraiser which will take place on Saturday, April 1st at the Crowne Plaza in Wyomissing, Pennsylvania. This Final Four viewing party will feature basketball, food, beer, a silent auction and many great raffles prizes. All funds raised from this event will be supporting the Bardet-Biedl Syndrome Foundation (EIN: 46-3343666). The date of our inaugural event is significant in our lives as it will also represent the one year anniversary of our son Logan being diagnosed with BBS. In order for this event to be a success, we are asking for your help! Help us make the night a “One Shining Moment” in the lives of the children and adults affect by BBS by purchasing a ticket to the event or making a donation. We hope you will be able to join us on April 1st!

Thank you,
Alex and Paula Ogeka

What is Bardet-Biedl Syndrome?
Bardet-Biedl Syndrome or BBS is a rare genetic disorder that affects many parts of the body and each individual is affected differently. BBS is officially a “rare disease” affecting approximately 1 in 250,000 people around the world. Based on general population trends, there are likely about 3000 people in the United States and Canada living with BBS. Some of the primary symptoms of BBS can include retinal degeneration, obesity, and reduced kidney function. Many people with BBS are categorized as legally blind by the time they are teenagers. For additional information on BBS, please visit: bardetbiedl.org/what-is-bbs/

Why are we hosting this event?
The funds raised at “One Shining Moment” will support the Bardet-Biedl Syndrome Foundation. The largest priority and need of the BBS Foundation is to fund and support the Clinical Registry Investigating Bardet-Biedl Syndrome (CRIBBS). CRIBBS was developed by the Marshfield Clinic in 2013 under the direction of Dr. Robert Haws. CRIBBS will bring together complex genetic and clinical information from BBS patients nationwide to accelerate research into effective treatments. It costs over $80,000 annually to keep CRIBBS operating. Our family made the decision that it is up to us to help keep this program going that will helpfully one day find a treatment for our son Logan.

How can you HELP?
We would like to invite you to attend and/or support our inaugural “One Shining Moment” for BBS viewing party on April 1st. Please find below our ticket prices and donation information. Every shot counts no matter at what level! Please visit: bardetbiedl.org to support this event today!

Tickets for “One Shining Moment” (includes a buffet dinner and beer) are:
$30 pp or $50 a couple
$12 pp for children under the age of 12

Take a shot for BBS by making one of the following donations*:
$25 for a Lay-Up
$50 for a Foul Shot
$100 for a Jump Shot
$300 for a Three point Shot
$500 for a Half-court shot
$1,000 for a Buzzer Beater

*Individuals and/or companies will be recognized at our event for their support.

We are also accepting items that can be donated to support our raffle and/or auction at the event.

For additional information, please contact
Alex Ogeka at aogeka@gmail.com | (610) 349-2001 or Paula Ogeka at ogekap@gmail.com